Dear ____:

As a business partner and supplier to our retail store(s), in order to determine our own procedures, disclosures, and compliance with the FTC Guidelines, I am writing to inquire whether you knowingly sell undisclosed synthetics or treated diamonds.

Please provide assurances to us in writing that your business discloses all synthetic or treated diamonds prior to distribution. Failure to comply with this request may impact our business relationship in the future.

If you are in need of a service that tests whether your diamonds are natural or not, please contact AGS Laboratories at 877.367.0288. Through their Natural Diamond Verification Service, their team can test diamonds to see if they are natural or synthetic and also do HPHT testing. They produce a card-sized document verifying the results, which is helpful when you sell, or resell, diamonds. Attached to this letter is additional information.

Thank you for your express attention to this request. As members of the American Gem Society, we seek to protect the consumer and uphold ethical business practices. We appreciate your support.

Sincerely,

Name
Title